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FROM THE EDITOR

Last month, after what seemed an eternity of doom-and-gloom
prognostications about the future of the TV news business, a ray of
hope finally appeared in the form of the RTDNA-Hofstra University
Annual Survey.

Findings of the study, detailed in the story on Page 5 of this issue,
show that stations actually have been broadcasting a record amount of
news, despite having smaller staffs than ever. And even more comforting
is the survey's determination that the era of relentless cutbacks has come

to a close — the number of jobs in TV newsrooms appears to be holding steady and the
expectation is that expansion is just around the corner.   

Sports journalism has not been exempt from these tough times. The ranks have been
thinning and, as with the rest of the industry, high-priced, experienced veterans are giving
way to lower-cost, more technically dextrous novices. But as members of the National
Sportscasters and Sportswriters Associtation come together in Salisbury, N.C., this month
to celebrate their annual awards and Hall of Fame inductions, there's an underlying
optimism about pockets of growth in their sector that could mean more job opportunities
and a brighter outlook.

This is not to say the problems afflicting the news business have passed. Things have
irrevocably changed, and doing more with less clearly will continue to be standard operating
procedure. But it looks like, at least for the forseeable future, we can enjoy the prospect of
doing more with a little less less.

—Tom Gilbert,   
` Editor
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A Break in the Clouds

CORRECTION
In “J-Schools Making Mac Laptops a Requirement” (NewsPro,
April 12), the complete quote from Mindy McAdams at the bottom
of Page 7 was, “What we’re doing is not cutting-edge. We agreed
that students had to have a laptop and they had to have the software
so they could actually learn how to do things, so that when they go
out into the field they will be able to do what’s expected of them.”
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By Jon Lafayette
With cable news channels
turning increasingly
argumentative, part of CNN’s
pitch to ad buyers is that its
style of old-fashioned
journalism is a better
environment for advertisers.
While much attention has

been paid to the decline in
CNN’s prime-time ratings — it
finished in third place among
cable news networks in prime
time last year, trailing Fox News
Channel and MSNBC — the
network at its upfront
presentation in New York last
month pointed out that when
all of its digital platforms are
taken into account, more people
are consuming its content than
ever before.

TV and Web Reach
CNN points to a Nielsen Fusion
report that said the unduplicated
reach of its TV and Web
properties totaled 125 million
people in December, beating all
cable news networks. It also has
14.6 million unique mobile users. 
“Some of the other players in

the category have a different
emphasis,” said Greg D’Alba,
executive VP and chief operating
officer of CNN Advertising
Sales. “But CNN is still on the
platform of journalism, and the
reliability and trusted
environment matters, certainly
for our consumers, but for a lot
of advertisers as well.”
That trusted environment is

one reason why CNN reaches
more “influential” consumers, as
defined by Roper Center for
Public Opinion Research.

“We’ve always talked about
getting to that one person out of
10 that tells the other nine who
to vote for, what movies to see,
and certainly what to buy,”
D’Alba said.

Influential Audience
In addition to being the top cable
network among Roper’s
influentials, CNN, in all of its
manifestations, reached an
integrated audience of 3 million
influentials, the most of any
broadcast or cable network,
according to Nielsen Fusion data.
In addition to reaching

influential viewers, it also reaches
more affluent ones.
“We reach over half, 58

percent of the adults, who have a
household income of $250K or
more. And that’s in television,”
D’Alba said, citing data from
the Ipsos Mendelsohn Affluent
Survey. “When you look at
digital, we’re attracting an
audience on the CNN.com site
that is 13 percent more likely to
have an average portfolio of
over $500K,” a figure from
Nielsen Online. 
Frank Sesno, a former CNN

Washington bureau chief now
professor of media and public
affairs at George Washington
University, in Washington, said
his old network is indeed
different from the other news
channels. 
“CNN is the only one of the

three with a genuine news -
gathering operation, with bureaus
and reporters across the country
and all over the world. That
capacity alone sets CNN apart
because it provides the ability to
put eyes, ears and cameras on the
ground when news is breaking, or
assign the troops to dig into a
story or an issue,” he said.

CABLE NEWS WARS

Lagging CNN Sells on Its Credibility

CNN acknowledged
that prime-time ratings
were a problem
and that it was taking
steps to recharge
its lineup.

LARRY KING’S CNN
SHOW WAS DOWN
43 PERCENT
AMONG ADULTS 25-
54 IN THE FIRST
QUARTER.
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By some traditional measures,
this is a tough time for CNN.
Ratings for its prime-time shows
were down sharply during the first
quarter. Larry King’s show was
down 43 percent among adults 25
to 54. Anderson Cooper’s show
was down 42 percent. 
CNN acknowledged that

prime-time ratings were a
problem and that it was taking
steps to recharge its lineup. But
while some suggest more
argument and partisanship
could improve its ratings,
D’Alba said the network
wouldn’t go in that direction.
“We’re not going to turn our

back on prime time. Prime time
matters,” he said. “We’re never
going to panic and grow it the
wrong way. We’re going to stay
true to our mission and our core
values. We will see that strength
again in prime time.”
Sesno acknowledged that

while CNN remains “hugely
profitable,” its ratings issues need
to be addressed.

All in the Package
“The challenge for CNN is to

figure out how to package that
content so it is compelling and
competitive and will win in the
ratings wars as it can win in the
‘news’ wars,” he said. “CNN is
and should be a newsgathering
and news-providing organization
— connecting across its many
platforms with that significant
slice of the American and global
public that wants to know what’s
going on in the world, along with
engaging and thoughtful opinion
along the way.”
D’Alba said CNN’s ratings

might also pick up as the 2010
midterm elections get nearer.
CNN is selling election

sponsorships and is in the process
of selling four or five major
packages that would allow them
to surround political content on
cable, including election night
coverage and prime-time events
the network is developing. The
packages also include digital

same in 2010, up 20 points from
last year. The number expecting
an increase in hiring was up a
whopping 145 percent from
2009, while those predicting a
decrease in staffing dropped 77
percent from last year.
“In my mind, there’s no

question we’ll see staffing
increases in 2010. It’s pretty clear
not just in the survey but in
talking to news directors, as
well,” said Bob Papper, who
conducts the RTDNA/Hofstra
studies and is chair of the
department of journalism, media
studies and public relations at
Hofstra University.

‘Well Beyond the Bone’
“Doing more with less can get
you through the recession, but it’s
not a long-term strategy. You
simply can’t keep operating that
way. The fact is stations have
gone well beyond the bone at this
point,” said Papper. “We’re
seeing the car business coming
back. Upfronts are going to be
better, the economy is
rebounding — and employers
have to respond.” 
Papper also pointed to the

flood of midterm election money
flowing into stations and
predicted that more job
opportunities will become
available in the nation’s largest
markets, at the same stations that

By Hillary Atkin
There is more television

news on the air but fewer jobs
in the business these days,
according to a just-released
annual study conducted by the
Radio Television Digital News
Association and Hofstra
University. 
The bottom line in 2009 was

that stations were doing more
with less, yet industry executives
are feeling confident that cutbacks
have leveled off and that staffing is
likely to increase in 2010. 

Fewer Jobs Lost
Four hundred people lost their
TV news jobs last year, about 1.5
percent of the total employment
in the business. But that was a
considerable improvement from
2008, when 1,200 people got
pink-slipped, amounting to 4.3
percent of the work force.
The dramatic turnaround in

employment stats foretells an
even brighter future, according to
the study. More than 60 percent
of television news directors said
they expect staff levels to stay the

content such as video, photos,
interactive elements, live online
video events, data-driven maps
and political ticker updates.

Out-of-Home Viewing
CNN is making guarantees on
TV ratings that include out-of-
home viewing as measured by the
Arbitron Portable People Meter
system. In the fourth quarter, the
inclusion of out-of-home viewers
added 40 percent to the network’s
viewership among adults 25 to 54,
and 59 percent among young
adults 18 to 34.
But CNN’s real growth is

coming from digital.
“The real message is that

media consumption is changing,
moving faster than ever before,”
D’Alba said. “Our content just
followed the audience. They
consume us wherever they are. It’s
a very, very positive story.”
“I welcome the opportunity to

do something cross-platform,”
said Andy Donchin, head of
national broadcast at media
agency Carat. “They still have
some work to do with their
television numbers.”
But D’Alba said more and

more advertisers and agencies
are planning for multiple media
integration because of the
change in the way media is
being consumed.
“It’s about reaching many,

many more people that are
capable of buying more products
in more dayparts on more
platforms wherever they are,
which is what this business is all
about,” he said. “To reach the
same person over and over again
isn’t going to sell more product.
To reach many, many more
people in more places at more
times is going to sell you a hell of
a lot more product. And that’s the
bigger playing field. If you can
play on it you’re looking at a very
strong future. If you can’t, your
success will be very short-lived if
you can’t get to this consumer the
way they want you and where
they are.” �

RTDNA STUDY

More TV
News, Less
Manpower 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

MOST NEWS DIRECTORS EXPECT STAFF LEVELS TO STAY THE SAME THIS YEAR.
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She’s achieved notoriety far
beyond the sidelines of any
sporting event. At press time,
ESPN sportscaster Erin
Andrews was one of the
finalists on ABC’s “Dancing
With the Stars.” 

After graduating in 2000
from the University of Florida
with a degree in
telecommunications, Andrews
began her career with Fox
Sports Florida before moving
on to the Sunshine Network,
Turner Sports and then
ESPN in 2004. There, she
started off with NHL
coverage, and added college
football, basketball and Major
League Baseball to her sports
coverage repertoire. Her
contract expires in July, and
she wants to continue as a
sideline reporter.

Early this spring, Andrews
testified in the case of a man
who pleaded guilty to stalking

and videotaping her through
peepholes in hotel rooms as
she traveled across the country
for her job. He was sentenced
to 30 months in prison.

She recently took time out
from rehearsals for “DWTS”
to speak about her career with
NewsPro correspondent
Hillary Atkin.

NewsPro: You’ve covered so
much in your sportscasting
career. If you break it down,
what are some of your favorite
elements of covering athletics?

Erin Andrews: I love the
overall pageantry of it all.
Right before big college
football and basketball games,
the crowd is going nuts, and
the coaches are sweating. I’m
right on the field or the court.
I see it first before tipoff. I get
so excited I could jump

through a wall. The energy of
covering sports is something I
really enjoy. I get the best seat
in the house, and get to look
players in the eyes. I also
cherish relationships with the
coaches, which are so
important and special to me,
especially in the last year with
everything going on. So I’m
thankful.

NewsPro: Your father is an
Emmy award-winning
television news reporter. Did
he influence your career path?

Andrews: My dad is such a big
sports fan that growing up, I
would sit on the couch and
watch games with him. I grew
up a Larry Bird and Celtics
fan. I was born in the
Northeast, in the era Michael
Jordan was becoming a big
deal. We would walk around
with Celtics books bags and
championship shirts from 10
years before. We were also big
Red Sox fans and Green Bay
Packers fans. My mom was
really good and knew my dad
has a passion for sports. She
watches all my games and
hears my stories about
coaches. She’ll read the sports
page, and is very
knowledgeable.  

NewsPro: What have been
your biggest challenges?

Andrews: I’ve had a lot of
people say that I’m in it just
because I want to be on TV or
that I don’t know what I’m
talking about. It’s not so much
inside ESPN as those outside
who don’t work with me every
day — but they’re probably
not paying attention. I’ve had
to prove them out just because
I’m female and I care about
hair, clothes and makeup.

NewsPro: You’ve had a
rough year.

Andrews: I’ve dealt with
difficult times in my life. I’ve
had some of the most
respected coaches beg me not
to quit. That validated me and
proved I do a good job and am
respected in sports
broadcasting. I was shocked at
the support I got [after the
stalking case.] I would get e-
mails and phone calls from
coaches. I’d call my parents
and tell them how special it
was for me to hear from guys I
really relied on over the years.
I’d always had my go-to
coaches, but I got a new group
that rallied behind me across
college football, basketball and
Major League Baseball.  
NewsPro: What is your
advice to young people
aspiring to be sports
journalists?

Andrews: The most important
thing is to be prepared because
a lot of people will question
why you’re in the field. It’s
important to be well-versed
and educated on as many
sports as possible.

NewsPro: How has your
experience been on ‘Dancing
With the Stars?

Andrews: I’ve had to deal with
a lot of media, especially when
they’re digging into my private
life — but I’m good about
changing around the question.
Dancing is equivalent to the
competitive nature of sports.
I’m channeling my inner
basketball player when I get
ready to take the floor. It’s
been exactly what I wanted
and hoped for. I wanted to do
the show before everything
kind of blew up in my life. �

FEEDS /  NEWSPRO Q&A

Erin Andrews, who says she enjoys “the energy of covering
sports,”  wants to continue as a sideline reporter.

After a Tough Year, ESPN’s
Andrews Reaches for the ‘Stars’
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shed the most number of positions. “I would
expect more hiring at network affiliates, and
Fox stations are likely to lead the way,” he
said. “They have the greatest room for
expansion and tend to be doing more of it.
CBS stations may well be right behind that.
A lot is going to depend on NBC’s new
programming that helps at 11. We could see
some growth there, as many NBC stations
have really been hurt.” 

Increase in News
In 2009, the amount of news on the average
television station escalated to five hours each
weekday, up from 4.7 hours the previous year. 

Going into 2010, a net loss of eight
stations doing news left 762 stations
producing original local television newscasts,
and sharing content with another 224, for a
total of 986 stations.

“The amount of news set a new record,
and that tells you that stations are betting on
local news,” Papper said. “They’ve clearly
staked out that this is critical to their future.
With only eight stations dropping news, it
clearly reinforces the notion that if you’re in
the local TV news business, or a network
affiliate, you’re betting on local news.”

The study showed stations that did cut
newscasts deleted them on the weekends,
both morning and evening. Behind that were
a few stations that cut in the 5 a.m. to 7 a.m.,
noon to 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. time
slots. Fox affiliates were more likely to report
gains in the amount of news, while CBS
affiliates reported cuts.

Profitability Drop
The profitability of news on TV stations
dropped slightly, about 5 percent, although the
percentage of station revenue produced by news
remained about the same. About 48 percent of
TV news organizations showed a profit, while
about 15 percent broke even, 8 percent lost
money — and a staggering 29 percent didn’t
know the answer to the profitability question.
Geographically, stations in the Northeast were
less likely than others to make a profit on news
and more likely to lose money.

The study was conducted in the last
quarter of 2009 with responses from 1,355
television stations and 203 radio news
directors and general managers representing
301 radio stations. ❑

“With only eight stations
dropping news, it clearly
reinforces the notion that if
you’re in the local TV news
business, or a network affiliate,
you’re betting on local news.”

-Bob Papper, Hofstra University

CONTINUED FRO PAGE 5
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“fascinating, often funny,” the
judges said the Scotland-born
Ferguson “has made late-night
television safe again for ideas.”

Noodle Road: Connecting
Asia’s Kitchens (KBS1 TV)
Korean Broadcasting
System 
According to the judges, this
show is “the who, where, what,
why and how of Asia’s culinary
staple, rolled into one visually
delicious hour.”

A Hidden America: Children
of the Mountains (ABC)
ABC News
Diane Sawyer and her
producers and camera crew
spent nearly two years in central
Appalachia reporting this
documentary on children
coping with adult-created
problems, which the judges 
said “reminds us that not all
critical problems lie in
‘developing’ nations.”

SesameStreet.org
Sesame Workshop
The website was given a
complete makeover in 2008
and the judges approved,
noting that “Bird and company
display prodigious adaptability
on this delightfully educational,
interactive site.”

BBC World News America:
Unique Broadcast, Unique
Perspective (BBC America)
BBC World News America,
BBC America
The cable broadcast is “a
nightly newscast like none the
United States has ever had,”
which “places our actions and
concerns in a global context,”
said the judges.

The Cost of Dying (CBS)
CBS News, 60 Minutes
This report treated the costs of
end-of-life medical care “with
courage and compassion,” the
judges said.

Feeds Independent Lens: Between
the Folds (PBS)
Green Fuse Films, ITVS
This documentary about the art
of paper folding “makes you
gasp at the possibilities — of
paper and of human creativity,”
the judges said. 

Glee (FOX)
Twentieth Century Fox
Television
Fox’s hit musical dramedy
about members of a high
school choral club is
“dependably tuneful and
entertaining,” the judges found. 

The OxyContin Express
(Current TV)
Vanguard on Current TV
This documentary about drug-
dealing M.D.s in Florida and
Appalachia “makes clear the
enormity of the prescription-
drug epidemic,” the judges said. 

NPR.org
National Public Radio
“One of the great one-stop
websites,” the judges said, with
the added plus of “music you
can dance to.” 

Diane Rehm Personal Award
The NPR talk show, which has
been heard for decades on
Washington’s WAMU-FM,
“is the gold standard for civil,
civic discourse,” said the judges.

The Day that Lehman Died
(BBC World Service)
A Goldhawk Essential
Production/BBC World
Service Production
This radio docudrama based on
exhaustive interviews mixed
news and dramatic
reconstruction and “put
listeners in the boardroom and
halls of Lehman Brothers as
the financial giant collapsed.”

In Treatment (HBO)
Leverage, Closest to the
Hole Productions and
Sheleg in association with
HBO Entertainment
This fictional series about
psychiatrist-patient sessions,
adapted from an Israeli series,
“is the very essence of drama,”
the judges said. 

Inventing LA: The
Chandlers and Their Times
(PBS)
Peter Jones Productions
There’s “drama enough for
several feature films” in this
documentary about the
longtime owners of the Los
Angeles Times, the
judges said. 

No. 1 Ladies’ Detective
Agency (HBO)
Mirage Enterprises and
Cinechicks in association
with The Weinstein
Company, BBC and HBO
Entertainment
The judges noted that
Alexander McCall Smith’s
novels about African detective
Precious Ramotswe “come
vividly to life in this
groundbreaking series.”

Sabotaging the System
(CBS)
CBS News, 60 Minutes
Steve Kroft’s examination of
cyber threats to the country’s
infrastructure was “alarming
and then some,” the judges said.

Brick City (Sundance
Channel)
Sundance Channel, Brick
City TV LLC
This five-hour documentary
series about the challenges of
the city of Newark, N.J., is
“sociologically instructive and
dramatically compelling,” the
judges wrote. Sundance has
ordered a second season. 

By Elizabeth Jensen
Thirty-six programs will take
home George Foster Peabody
Awards in May, the program’s
69th year.

The awards honor the best
in electronic media for 2009
and are conferred by the
Grady College of Journalism
and Mass Communication at
the University of Georgia, in
Athens. Multiple winners
included PBS programs,
which received a total of six
awards, and HBO, which is
being honored for two series
and a documentary. NPR
received two awards, as did
“BBC World News America.”
CBS News’ “60 Minutes” won
for its fourth year in a row,
with both of its awards going
to correspondent Steve Kroft. 

The awards will be
presented in a ceremony
hosted by ABC’s Diane
Sawyer on Monday, May 17,
at the Waldorf-Astoria in
New York City.

Modern Family (ABC)
Twentieth Century Fox
Television in association
with Levitan Lloyd
Productions
The judges said: “This wily,
witty comedy puts quirky,
contemporary twists in family
ties but maintains an old-
fashioned heart.”

The Late Late Show with
Craig Ferguson: An Evening
with Archbishop Desmond
Tutu (CBS)
Worldwide Pants Inc.
Calling the interview with the
Nobel Peace Prize winner

AWARDS 

Peabody
Winners  
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Thrilla in Manila (HBO)
Darlow Smithson
Production, HBO Sports,
HBO Documentary Films
This documentary about
Muhammad Ali and Joe
Frazier “pulls no punches and
lays bare misconceptions about
their rivalry,” the judges said. 

FRONTLINE: The Madoff
Affair (PBS)
FRONTLINE, RAINmedia
The judges singled out this
documentary on Bernie
Madoff’s devastating Ponzi
scheme for taking “viewers into
the very heart of” the scandal
and “explaining how and why it
worked for so long.”

I-Witness: Ambulansiyang
de Paa (GMA Network)
GMA Network Inc.,
Philippines
This report about poor villagers
“who carry their sick and
injured over dangerous terrain
to distant medical care using
‘ambulances on foot’
simultaneously condemns
deplorable conditions and
celebrates neighborliness and
ingenuity,” the judges found. 

Independent Lens: The
Order of Myths (PBS)
Folly River Inc., Netpoint
Productions, Lucky Hat
Entertainment, ITVS
Margaret Brown explored the
race-divided Mardi Gras
traditions in Mobile, Ala., in a
documentary the judges called
“highly original, moving and
insightful.”

Hard Times (OPB Radio)
Oregon Public Broadcasting
This series of radio reports on
how the Wall Street meltdown
affected ordinary citizens was
singled out by the judges for
“humanly and thoughtfully”
documenting its subject.

Iran & the West 
Brook Lapping Productions
for the BBC in association
with National Geographic
Channel, France 3, NHK,
VPRO, SVT, RTBF, VRT,
NRK, SRC/CBC, DRTV SBS,
YLE, TVP and Press TV
The judges called this “a
spectacular, epic documentary
that explains in fascinating,
sometimes startling, detail how
the West and Iran arrived at
the present standoff,” adding
that “it’s imminently watchable
and historically invaluable.”

Soraya Sarhaddi Nelson:
Covering Afghanistan (NPR)
National Public Radio
NPR’s Kabul bureau chief is
praised by the judges, who note
that “No reporter in any
medium gives us a better sense
of the variety of life inside
Afghanistan.”

The Great Textbook War
(West Virginia Public
Broadcasting)
Trey Kay Productions
The roots of the current culture
wars are traced through a 1974
battle over textbook content in
rural West Virginia, in what
the judges called a “thoughtful,
balanced and gripping radio
documentary.”

Mind the Gap: Why Good
Schools Are Failing Black
Students (Public Radio
Stations)
Nancy Solomon
The independent producer
“exhibited great empathy” and
asked “tough, necessary
questions” of students and
teachers at a suburban New
Jersey high school, judges said.

Endgame (PBS)
Daybreak/Channel 4/Target
Entertainment, Presented
on PBS/MASTERPIECE by
WGBH Boston
Dramatizing secret
negotiations at an English

country estate, which helped
end apartheid in South Africa,
this film “offers a lesson in the
possibilities of peaceful conflict
resolution,” judges said. 

Sichuan Earthquake: One
Year On (Now-Broadband
TV News Channel)
Now-TV News, Hong Kong
This report on the anniversary
of China’s Sichuan earthquake
was reported “with respect for
the victims and their families
and hard questions about the
substandard construction that
worsened the death toll,” the
judges said.

BART Shooting (KTVU-TV)
KTVU, Oakland, Calif.
When a train station altercation
ended in a fatal shooting,
KTVU’s quick response “gave
its reporters an edge, but it was
their persistent digging
afterwards that revealed serious,
systematic problems in the Bay
Area Rapid Transit police’s
tactics,” the judges noted. 

American Masters: Jerome
Robbins — Something to
Dance About (PBS)
Thirteen/WNET
This retrospective documentary
of Robbins’ life and work, filled
with performance clips and
comments from his ballet and
Broadway colleagues, “captured
the legendary director-
choreographer’s ‘dark genius,’”
the judges said.  

Chronicle: Paul’s Gift 
(WYFF-TV)
WYFF 4, Greenville, S.C.
This public service special,
which followed the donated
organs of an accident victim to
their various recipients, was
“simple, ingenious and
effective,” the judges found.

Under Fire: Discrimination
and Corruption in the 
Texas National Guard
(KHOU-TV)
KHOU-TV, Houston, 
Belo Inc.
The judges noted that “dogged
work by the Houston station’s
investigative reporters found
such blatant discriminatory
treatment of female soldiers
that three top Texas Guard
generals were fired and a new
commanding officer was
appointed.” The series also won
an Alfred I. duPont-Columbia
University Award in January.

Derrion Albert Beating
(WFLD-TV)
FOX Chicago News: WFLD-
TV and myfoxchicago.com
WFLD obtained horrifying
video of the beating death of a
Chicago high school honor
student, but the judges said
“the greater feat was its
comprehensive follow-up
coverage of the suspects, the
legal process and prevalence of
similar violence.”

Where Giving Life Is a
Death Sentence (BBC
America)
BBC World News America,
BBC America, BBC World
News, Newsnight
Correspondent Lyse Doucet
“trekked deep into
Afghanistan’s rugged
Badakshan province” for
this report on the world’s
worst recorded rate of
maternal mortality. 

Up in Smoke (KCET-TV)
KCET, Los Angeles
For the judges, this report on
KCET’s “SoCal Connected”
provided “lively, eye-opening
coverage” of the medical
marijuana business. 
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Holy cow, these are tough times for
traditional sports journalists. But new
technology and social media may be

creating opportunities for people who want a career
in the field.

Despite record ratings for big events like the
Super Bowl, the recession has hit broadcast outlets
like a blitzing linebacker, and on-air talent are feeling
the pain in their paychecks. Also taking a toll on
broadcast jobs is the growth of cable, where outlets
led by ESPN are acquiring rights to more and more
games and aggressively pushing into local markets.

Jobs are being created on cable, but they’re

The field of sports journalism has taken a big hit in
recent times, although opportunities still exist for
early-career professionals — and for those who are
willing to learn new skills and adapt to changing
times. Upping your game is essential, but while
there are expansions in the industry here and there,
lean times appear to be  far from over.

By Jon Lafayette

TIME FOR A
CHANGE-UP
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mostly for less experienced sportscasters, or for
people who can create content for the Web.

Changing With the Times
“It’s an ever-changing world, an ever-changing in-
dustry, an ever-changing landscape,” said Dave
Goren, executive director of the National Sportscast-
ers and Sportswriters Association and Hall of Fame. 

While new media is creating opportunities for
those smart enough to change with it, Goren said,
“I think there’s probably more of a contraction to
come before there’s an expansion.” 

Things are tough for sports writers in the

troubled newspaper industry as well. 
“Anecdotally, all you have to do is be able to read

and you can tell,” Goren said. “Every day there’s
another paper either dropping sports or cutting a
bunch of sports people.”

But because most employers are looking to do
things more cheaply to make up for lost revenue, “in
some ways that might be good for younger kids
coming into the business,” Goren said.

Expansion seems to be going on at ESPN,
which is adding events and pushing into new media,
creating a need for more sportscasters.

“It’s certainly creating more opportunities for

EXPANSION SEEMS TO BE GOING ON AT
ESPN, WHICH IS ADDING EVENTS.
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younger broadcasters, especially on the digital side,” said Laurie Orlando,
senior VP for talent planning and development at ESPN. 
She suggested that digital media might be replacing local stations as

the training ground for young sportscasters.
“No longer are we just a broadcaster. If there’s any place in our

industry that is full-service and multimedia, it’s ESPN. We expect that
our talent, within reason, are going to contribute to all of those platforms,”
she said, adding that the expectations are just as high online as on
television to deliver credible information and deep knowledge to the
ESPN fan base.
Orlando said that channels like ESPNU and ESPN Regional

Television are two places where sportscasters with just five years in the
business can gain big-time experience.
“As long as they show promise and they’re people we see potential in

for down the road, it’s a great training ground.”

Website Creates Jobs
Regional cable sports network Comcast SportsNet Chicago is also
expanding.
“We’re adding people and our business is still in a growth mode,” said

Jim Corno, president of Comcast SportsNet.
Much of the hiring is for network’s website.
“We’ve got people who go out and cover the teams from a digital

standpoint,” he said. “They’re hired for the digital department, but they
do have some on-air exposure as well.”
For example, John Mullin, who covers the Bears for

chicago.comcastsportsnet.com, also appears on the network’s “Chicago
Tribune Live” show and its “Bears Postgame Live.”
At the same time, the network’s veteran sportscasters are becoming

switch-hitters.
“Our on-air people are learning the digital side,” Corno said. 
Online reporting and social media are creating new expectations for

sportscasters. 
“The guy can no longer just sit there, call the game and go home.

Or if you’re an anchor, you can’t just go on, ‘here’s the news of the day,’
and go home,” he said. “People expect you to be visible on all the
different platforms. They expect to see you and have access to you
through the Web space.”
Corno said some of his on-air talent have been very aggressive about

blogging and social media.
“It’s not like we’re twisting arms here,” he said. 
The activity is good for both the network and the anchors. 
“You hope that the Comcast SportsNet brand is getting more

exposure and more people have access to it,” he said. “As far as the
talent goes, all the exposure they get helps them too. It’s a win-win.”
Eventually, Corno said, his on-air and digital sportscasters will have

nearly interchangeable skills.
“I think the on-air personality is always going to be the higher

priority. But I think you’re going to expect those on-air personalities
to participate in our Web and digital components.”
While cable outlets are expanding, many stations are thinking about

cutting back on sportscasts and sportscasters.
“I would say that it is something that a lot of stations are talking

about,” said Stacey Woelfel, chairman of the Radio Television Digital
News Association and news director of KOMU-TV. 

The reason is that studies have shown that only 20 percent of the
audience cares about sports, and that it’s often an expensive area to cover.
But Woelfel said there’s more talk than action.
“The problem is none of us wants to give up 20 percent to the other

guy. And that 20 percent goes up when the local team goes to the
NCAA Tournament or Super Bowl,” he said. “That’s not to say there
haven’t been cutbacks.” 
Many sports departments are down to one or two people. Travel

has also been reduced sharply; instead of sending anchors, reporters,
sportscasters, a cameraman and producers to an event, these days a
station may send just two people.
One survey suggests that recent cutbacks have been more anecdotal

than systematic. According to the latest RTDNA/Hofstra University
study, about 2,000 people work in TV sports as an anchor, reporter or
both, or about 2.7 per station. That number has held steady over the
past five years.

One-Man Bands
Some stations are taking a one-man-band approach to sporting events.
“Now it’s shoot your story, cut it, send it back by FTP and then set

up your Skype and do a live shot for us,” Woelfel said.
In fact, that may provide a scouting report for what stations will be

looking for in a sportscaster.
“The local or regional sports journalist of the future is a one-man

band, and is somebody who moves easily between sports, and is a
person who has an interest in important local and regional sports,”
Woelfel said.
Of course, there are some optimists.
“Sports is a staple of television. There’s an ebb and a flow, but sports

is going to stay important, and
hiring is going to increase in the
future,” said Richard Leibner,
president of top talent agency N.S.
Bienstock. “Maybe you won’t have
five-person or 10-person de par -
ments, but you’ll have two- or
three-person sports departments.
These days, sports crimes and
scandals become a lead story, and
whether that’s covered by news or
sports remains to be seen.”
Goren, who was in sports -

casting for 24 years, said he’d still
recommend it as a profession.
“You’d better know there’s a

shrunken pool out there. You better
know how to shoot video. You
better know how to do everything
is the bottom line,” said Goren. “I
always said as I was coming up, if
you love it enough you’ll do
whatever it takes. But anybody who
paints it with a rosy picture and said
everything is wine and roses is
selling you a bill of goods.” �

“People
expect you to
be visible on
all the
different
platforms.
They expect to
see you and
have access to
you through
the Web
space. ”

-Jim Corno,     
Comcast SportsNet
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By Jarre Fees
Seeking to honor the best sports journalists in the nation, the National
Sportscasters and Sportswriters Association will induct football’s John
Madden and baseball’s Peter Gammons into the NSSA Hall of Fame
at its annual awards ceremony on May 3 in Salisbury, N.C. 
Along with Madden and Gammons, Jim Nantz of CBS Sports will

be honored for the fifth time as National Sportscaster of the Year, and
Bob Ryan of the Boston Globe will be honored for the fourth time as
National Sportswriter of the Year.
Dave Goren, NSSA executive director and former State

Sportscaster of the Year for North Carolina, said, “You couldn’t ask
for two better hall-of-famers. John Madden redefined the role of TV
football analyst with his simple, conversational approach. And as a
Boston Globe reader growing up, I’ve been reading Gammons for
years. He and Bob Ryan are two of the reasons I went into a sports
journalism career.
“We’re thrilled to have Jim Nantz and Ryan as our national winners

for the third straight year,” he added.  “Jim is as talented and smooth

a play-by-play man as there is, and Bob has a knack for selling his
opinions by painting a perfect picture. Even better, they are both classy
men who love NSSA.”
Madden’s career as an NFL coach included a Super Bowl win and

a regular-season record of 103-32-7, and provided the impetus for a
30-year television career as football analyst for CBS, Fox, ABC and
ESPN. He won 13 Emmy awards for outstanding sports
personality/analyst during that stretch, and was named NSSA
Sportscaster of the Year in 1984.

Baseball Column Set the Standard
Madden is also revered by a generation of video gamers for the wildly
successful game series Madden NFL. He retired in 2009. 
Gammons’ Sunday Notes baseball column for the Globe set a new

standard for baseball coverage. He followed the Boston stint with a
career at Sports Illustrated and joined ESPN in 1988 as an in-studio
analyst, in addition to writing for ESPN.com and ESPN The
Magazine. Gammons can now be seen on the New England Sports

Keeping Their
Eyes on the Ball
Sports Classics: Sportscasters and Sportswriters Bestow
National Awards, Induct Hall of Famers 

John Madden
NSSA HALL OF FAME
INDUCTEE 

Peter Gammons
NSSA HALL OF FAME
INDUCTEE

Jim Nantz
NATIONAL SPORTSCASTER
OF THE YEAR

Bob Ryan
NATIONAL SPORTSWRITER
OF THE YEAR



Hello, Friend. 
Congratulations Jim Nantz on your National Sportscaster 

of the Year award, from your friends at the PGA TOUR.
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Network and the MLB Network, in addition to writing for MLB.com
and other online entities. 

“The first 40 years of my career I only had three employers — the
Boston Globe, Sports Illustrated and ESPN,” Gammons said. “Now
I have five at the same time, and I’m grateful for every one of them.”

Gammons and Ryan both started as interns at the Boston Globe
on June 10, 1968. Gammons, who graduated a year later from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, said he still refers to
himself “as an ink-stained wretch,” although he admitted he does more
television than writing at this point.

Constant Changes
“A lot of things have become Internet-oriented,” he said. “Everything
changes constantly, but it’s still about reporting the news.”

“We had no idea of the paths we would wind up taking,” Ryan said,
“because the things we would end up doing weren’t even available to
us when we started. 

“No one thought about the crossover business of TV, or had any
idea [sports writing] would lead us all over the world. All I cared about
was writing and covering the games.” 

Ryan has spent his career at the Boston Globe, covering the Boston
Celtics for 15 years before branching out to become a general
columnist. He also appears frequently on ESPN’s “The Sports
Reporters” and other TV and radio shows. 

Ryan said his “so-called reputation” was based on his association
with the Boston Celtics, but he admitted that baseball was actually his
first love. He regrets he was “never able to slip away to the College
World Series” because it conflicted with the NBA playoffs. But in
general, Ryan said, he had few regrets about the direction his career
had taken.

“I’m still associated with the Celtics and I’m very proud of it,” Ryan
said. “Basketball has been very, very good to me.”

Nantz Scores His Goal
Nantz started at CBS in 1985 and has become the network’s lead

play-by-play announcer for golf, the NFL and college basketball. 
“This is what I wanted to do even as a young boy,” he said. “Now

I look at the talent that’s in that room every year — the state winners
and the national winners and the hall-of-famers — and it just amazes
me to be part of it.”

Nantz said his “biggest thrill” this year will be in the person of “one
of his boyhood heroes” who will be presenting his award. “I got Arnold
Palmer,” he said. “I was too timid to ask him to fly any more than he
has to, but then I decided I’d never be able to live with myself if I didn’t
ask him to come.”

In addition to the national winners, the NSSA will honor 106
recipients of the State Sportscaster and Sportswriter of the Year
awards. ❑

Congratulations Coach Madden.
Motor Coach Industries is proud  
to be a part of your  
winning team!

w w w.mcicoach.com
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NewsPro: How do you educate the general public about the
NSSA?

Goren: We actually threw together a roundtable discussion on
three weeks’ notice with Marty Brennaman, play-by-play man for
the Cincinnati Reds, when he was coming through town last year. 
We got Mick Mickson, color commentator for the Carolina

Panthers; Stan Cotten, the sportscaster for Wake Forest; a local
radio guy, Howard Platt; and some other local sports people. We
got up on stage at Salisbury High School and I threw out a few
questions and the sportscasters told stories and talked about some
issues. That was just thrown together, but it worked.
We’d like to go into different cities and do sports summits —

start with a media roundtable discussion on various issues in sports
and sports journalism, with a panel of athletes, coaches, journalists
and front-office people. We could have those televised, maybe on
local public television, and that night have a dinner in conjunction
with local VIPs to present a scholarship and local media-
recognition award. 
We’re also having some of our members go in and talk to local

schools and organizations, and we’d like to do more of that.

NewsPro: Where do you see the NSSA in five years?

Goren: In five years’ time if we don’t have a Hall of Fame
Museum we’ll be close to it. Membership will be at least doubled.
I’d like to say that we’ll be thriving.

NewsPro: How does the NSSA recruit new members?

Goren:We have interns developing e-mail blast lists and posting
on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. I’m trying to contact as many
people in the business as I can and gently twist their arms. It’s hard
to convince people when they haven’t seen us in action. 
My philosophy is we can do so much more to help ourselves as

an organization and help each other as well.  The term is overused,
but everything we do should be win-win. 

NewsPro: How do the challenges for the NSSA reflect the
broader issues of the population in general?

Goren:We need more members who are women, and we need
more people of color. Part of our challenge is to become as diverse
as the sports media population. 
When you look at every TV station you see one white face and

one face of color. What would be wrong with having two brown
faces? We have to try and reflect the community, maybe get out
of our comfort zone. �

Q&A: NSSA’s Dave Goren

Dave Goren, executive director of the National Sportscasters and
Sportswriters Association, was born in Taunton, Mass., and
graduated from the SI Newhouse School of Communications at
Syracuse University. Goren did play-by-play for the Orangemen
football and basketball teams along with covering the Syracuse
Chiefs Triple-A baseball team.

Goren also worked for WJAR-TV in Providence, R.I., and
WCVB-TV in Boston before heading to WXII-TV in Winston-
Salem, N.C. Goren was named North Carolina Sportscaster of
the Year by the NSSA in 2008. He recently spoke with NewsPro
correspondent Jarre Fees.

NewsPro: In light of the economic downturn and decimation of
the publishing industry, what’s the state of the NSSA right now?

Dave Goren: In flux. Things are constantly changing. If we see an
effect in membership it will be on down the road, as people who
are longtime members retire. 
The challenge is in getting younger sports journalists. What

happens to them once they get out of college? Will they be able to
get work? Will we have as big a pool to pick from in the future? We
haven’t fully exploited the people who are already working, so we
also have to get more of those fish on the hook.
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By Jarre Fees
Back in 1957, Salisbury, N.C., restaurateur Pete DiMizio had the idea
to honor regional sportscasters and sports writers whom he had met at
the Greensboro (N.C.) Open Golf Tournament. Following DiMizio’s
untimely death in 1959, Dr. Edward McKenzie, another Salisbury
resident, helped realize DiMizio’s ambition by bringing in other locals
to form the National Association of Sportscasters and Sportswriters. 
The first NSSA awards program was held in Salisbury on April 12,

1960, and the five-decade affiliation between the organization and the
town was off and running.
Today, the city of Salisbury has around 30,000 people, which would

qualify it as a town in most other states. But in addition to hosting the

NSSA Awards and Hall of Fame every year, Salisbury boasts a fair
number of big-city attractions.
“Until recently, we were the smallest city in the nation with its own

symphony,” said Mayor Susan Kluttz. “We also have a blues and jazz
festival, and a beautiful downtown that still had to be reinvented in the
1980s when downtowns started to die.”

Long History of Preservation 
Salisbury is 254 years old, Kluttz said, and the community is “a leader in
historic preservation. In the 1970s we started preserving our older buildings.”
In fact, several Salisbury neighborhoods were included in the March issue
of This Old House Magazine’s “51 Best Old House Neighborhoods.”

Going to Town 
THE CITY OF SALISBURY, N.C., IS 254 YEARS OLD AND THE COMMUNITY HAS BEEN A LEADER IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION

After 51 Years, Sports Journalists Are Still Drawn to the
Charms of Salisbury, N.C., for Their Annual Gathering 
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“There’s a core group of people here who pour their hearts and souls into
honoring these sports writers,” said NSSA executive director Dave Goren.
“They picked up a torch that needed to be carried.”
Former organizer Barbara Lockert, who last year handed the reins of the

NSSA awards weekend to her daughter Cassandra Barrier after “years of being
chief cook and bottle-washer,” said she started volunteering for the NSSA
awards weekend in 1972. “Once you start volunteering, it takes up all your time,”
she said, “so finally they hired me.
“Salisbury’s not glitzy, but we’re genuine,” Lockert said. “People have

wanted to take it to Vegas or Orlando or New York City. But the
NSSA people who come in, they love it like it is. They don’t have to
put on a tux. People come here and they know we like them. We make
them feel welcomed.”

Longtime Connections
The NSSA turns 51 this year, but some of the connections between
sportscasters and citizens go back even further.
Jim Nantz, NSSA’s National Sportscaster of the Year, said his

grandfather ran the train depot in the nearby town of Spencer in the early
20th Century. 
“Several years ago my uncle Mark came to the NSSA ceremony with

me,” he said, and we spent the day retracing my grandfather’s steps.” 
They found the house his grandfather had lived in, and discovered his

grandfather had bought the house from a doctor who was headed to
Texas to help with “a typhus epidemic in El Paso.” 
“The real estate records showed my father bought the house for

$1,400 somewhere around 1912,” said Mark Nantz, Jim Nantz’s
uncle, who lives in Atlanta. “He paid $140 down and took a loan at
6 percent interest. 

Kluttz-Nantz Family Tie
“But the amazing thing we discovered was he bought the house from a
Dr. Kluttz, whose grandson is now a judge who’s married to the mayor.”
“Here you have these events that take you all over the world,” Jim

Nantz said, “and then the NSSA ceremony takes place two miles from
where my grandfather ran the train station.”
Dr. Kluttz died while treating patients in the Texas epidemic, and his

wife returned with their children to Salisbury. “It was a fateful transaction
between two families,” Jim Nantz said, “and then here I am getting an
award in Salisbury and Mayor Kluttz is speaking at the opening
ceremony. It’s like everything coming full circle.” �

By Hillary Atkin
Philadelphia is known as the City of Brotherly Love, and it’s also home
to countless numbers of fans who love their local sports teams, like the
champion Eagles and Phillies — who have been on top of their
respective professional sports leagues in recent years —and the NHL’s
Philadelphia Flyers and the NBA’s Sixers.
Given the extremely knowledgeable and passionate fan base,

WTXF-TV Fox 29 decided to try something new in how it presented
sports to its audience. The concept has similarities to sports talk radio,
going beyond highlights, scores and post-game interviews to give the
audience insight and analysis on the biggest sports stories of the day.
The challenge was to embrace a fundamental change and find the right
mix while incorporating traditional sports coverage.

The Story Behind the Story
“We wanted to cover sports from a fan perspective — what they’re
talking about at work, at the game, at a bar, or texting their friends,”
said WTXF VP and general manager Patrick Paolini. “That’s our
approach — the story behind the story. We’re committed to sports,
especially in a city like Philadelphia, and we think local sports is an
important part of news coverage.”
Adding to the expertise provided by its sports director and anchor

Tom Sredenschek and anchor-reporters Joe Staszak and John
Anderson, the station regularly uses contributors from print, the
Internet and radio, including sports radio hosts Anthony Gargano and
Mike Missanelli.
Viewers get in-depth analysis, different perspectives, and the larger

context of what sports stories mean to the market. Recent hot topics
included the controversial trading of quarterback Donovan McNabb
to the archrival Washington Redskins, ending an era that put the
Eagles in five NFC title games and one Super Bowl. 

Adding
Fans to
theMix
Philadelphia’s WTXF-TV
Takes a Cue From Sports
Talk Radio With Its
Revamped Coverage 

“There’s a core group of people
here who pour their hearts and
souls into honoring these sports
writers. They picked up a torch
that needed to be carried.”

-Dave Goren, NSSA 
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“We’ll look at who’s making decisions,” said Paolini. “Was the
coach behind it as well as the front office? We try to dig beneath the
surface when it comes to local sports.”

Depending on the story, from Tiger Woods returning to golf in the
wake of his sex scandal to the strength of the Phillies’ pitching lineup,
the station brings in contributors for their specific proficiency on those
topics. Rather than simply reporting the news, they present different
viewpoints on subjects that people are going to be talking about that day
— and fans can make their own decisions, or point to something they
heard on the station. 

In discussing Ben Roethlisberger, the Pittsburgh Steelers
quarterback who is alleged to have raped a 20-year-old college student,
the station looked at whether race was playing a factor in his case —

a subject not many sports departments talk about on the air.
“This all started with me reiterating our commitment to sports,”

said Kingsley Smith, VP and news director. “I recognize passionate
sports fans in Philadelphia. They have opinions and they’re smart. We
have to create content in such a way that satisfies the smart, savvy
sports fan. We started looking at what was being done, and asking
whether we were doing enough to engage the audience. With so much
information available, you have to provide something different,
engaging and interesting. So much of what was being done sports-wise
was predictable and not interesting. In a market like this, fans
appreciate good work.” 

The station broadcasts Phillies and Eagles games through Fox
Sports, and airs 46.5 hours of news per week. ❑

NEW DIRECTIONS: WTXF SPORTS DIRECTOR TOM SREDENSCHEK, LEFT, MLB.COM’S TODD ZOLECKI AND WTXF SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR ANTHONY GARGANO.

In the most recent U.S. News & World Report “America’s Best Hospitals” 
issue, New York City’s Hospital for Special Surgery was ranked number two 
in the USA for orthopedics and number three for rheumatology. We perform 
more knee replacements and hip surgeries than any other hospital in the 
nation. Our doctors also care for both elite athletes and six New York area 
professional sports teams.
For expert interviews on the latest news and advances affecting people  
with bone, joint or muscle pain, contact our Public Relations department  
at 212-606-1197 or visit us at www.hss.edu.

FROM SPORTS MEDICINE TO SPINE–
Make Us Your Source for Issues Related to Bone, Joint and Muscle Pain
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through the ranks. Now suddenly this is your one job. There
should be no excuse for not being good at it because you don’t have
any other responsibilities. 

NewsPro:Were there any valuable experiences that you picked up
working at local stations?

Anderson: Oh my gosh, yeah. I worked with great people who I
learned a lot from. You talk about being professional. I learned the
business inside and out from there. When you’re an anchor you
write your stuff, but the video sort of pops up in front of you, where
in local you’re shooting it, you’re editing it, and you’re writing it,
and you’re producing the shows, and it’s a much more wide-
ranging job description. 

NewsPro: What challenges do you see facing the industry or you
personally?

Anderson: The challenge right now is rising above the noise. The
business isn’t about throwing spaghetti against the refrigerator and
seeing if it sticks and it’s done. All the fine principles that I had
preached at me from Missouri journalism school or from watching
Walter Cronkite or anybody else, all those things are in play. It’s
just harder I think to sometimes get them recognized because
there’s so much out there.

The second one is that pretty soon your product is not always
going to be in television. It’s going to be on the Internet, and it’s
going to be on a mobile phone, and it’s going to be on this new
iPad thing. I think that is going to take some getting used to for
people in my profession. I don’t know if that relates to vanity or
ego, but you just have to realize that you’re going to show up in a
lot of other places, and it might not always be the magic talking
box that people are enamored with. 

NewsPro: Did being a high jumper help your career?

Anderson: I learned really quick that there was not going to be
any way to make money on that end. I was not going to parlay
some Dwight Stones-like career into a media deal. You were going
to have to write it better and ask good questions and cover details
when you need it. And more seriously, any time you’re with a team
you learn the value of teamwork. That will translate into any job
you have. Scott Van Pelt and I are the people out front, but there
are 150 people that make sure we get on there and don’t look
stupid. So we’re the last line of defense. Gosh, yes I want to serve
the viewer, but I don’t want to ruin it for a bunch of other people
who’ve invested their entire day [in the show] and then make it
look bad.

If you’ve run enough and passed out enough and thrown up in
enough garbage cans, when you have a long night here waiting for
some 22-inning baseball game, you can go, ‘At least I’m sitting
down and I’m watching baseball and I’m not logging mile 28, or
running 24 quarter miles.’ That physical part of it makes me feel
I’m justifiably lazy at this point. �

As co-anchor of ESPN’s flagship edition of SportsCenter at 11
p.m., John Anderson is one of the nation’s most prominent
sportscasters. He joined ESPN in 1999 after a long career in local
broadcasting that began in Columbia, Mo., and included stops in
Tulsa, Okla., and Phoenix. 

A Green Bay, Wis., native, Anderson has won awards from
local chapters of the Society of Professional Journalists and the
Associated Press. What follows is an edited transcript of an
interview with NewsPro contributor Jon Lafayette.

NewsPro:What’s the best part of the job?

John  Anderson: I tell my friends in local news my favorite part is
that we never lose time to the weatherman. It doesn’t matter if it
snows, it doesn’t matter if there are floodwaters, we still get to do
a whole hour of sports

I also like the fact that that as a kid from Wisconsin I on
occasion get to interrupt the Yankee-Red Sox dynasty with a
Brewers game in the newsroom, which is always sort of refreshing
for me.

But mostly it’s a great job.  If you’re a sportscaster, in most cases,
most nights, it’s a pretty good subject to revolve your life around.
Everyday you get to do something that, literally, you have liked
since you were 6 or 7 years old. 

NewsPro:Was there a moment when you realized that you were
over the hump and really a professional at doing this?

Anderson: I would say thanks for the compliment there. I actually
remember distinctly thinking when I got here at ESPN in 1999
that I was actually an anchor. That was a professional mindset
change because, like most people who have come up through
sports, you do a little bit of everything at all times coming up

Q&A: ESPN’s 
John Anderson
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By Hillary Atkin
Sportscaster Mary Carillo knows her way around a field, a gymnasium,
an Olympic mountaintop — and most definitely, a tennis court. The
versatile broadcaster played on the professional women’s tennis circuit
from 1977-80, even  winning the French Open mixed doubles title with
longtime pal John McEnroe, before she traded in her tennis racquet for a
microphone. Now, she’s often paired with the former bad boy of tennis
in the broadcast booth.

Gigs at Numerous Channels
In the past three decades, after starting her career at USA Network, she’s
had award-winning stints as a commentator, reporter and host across the
dial — from HBO to PBS, CBS, NBC and ESPN.

But perhaps there’s been nothing as satisfying as the job she completed
in February as host of “Late Night at the Olympics” on NBC, the nightly
wrap-up of all the competition and the biggest stories at the Vancouver
Winter Games. Adding to the excitement was the novelty of having a
moose in the studio, which became a de facto mascot for the NBC team. 

Carillo has covered seven Winter Olympics and two Summer Olympic
Games, the first in Albertville, France, in 1992 for CBS. 

“I’ve had some remarkable experiences,” Carillo said. “I have a great
affinity for winter sports. Tennis is pretty straightforward. But winter sports
are so dangerous and crazy and take you to beautiful mountain villages
throughout the world.”

In Canada, she covered everything from the tragic luge track death that
marred the opening of the games to the grand finale, which saw the host

country joyfully winning the gold medal for hockey. The Western time
zone worked in the broadcast’s favor, especially compared with doing the
late show from Beijing in the summer of 2008 at 1 p.m. local time.

“The good part was we were abler to react to what had just happened,”
Carrillo said. “As soon as we were off live air, they would package things
for the late show. Anyone who missed prime time got a nice feel. I thought
my assignment was pretty easy, because the stuff we were given was so
strong.”

As a former professional tennis player, Carillo is a frequent presence
behind the mic on the Grand Slam tour and is currently working on four
features for the upcoming French Open for ESPN. She’s been covering
the sport for 30 years.

“I’ve seen everyone. It’s been a remarkable time in the sport,” she said.
“The game used to be played with wooden racquets on grass. It’s so
different and there are so many different styles of player. The racquets are
much more powerful and produce so much more spin. It’s been a
tremendous time in the evolution of tennis to cover it.”

Sidelined Into Broadcasting
Carillo initially transitioned from being a player to covering sports when
she was asked to do pickup commentary when she was sidelined with
injuries. That led to requests to cover women’s and then men’s tennis —
and then a host of other sports. 

“I’ve covered events as a reporter, studio host, done features — they kind
of throw me around and I get to experience events around the country and
the world — that’s a great gig,” she said. �

A Jump to the Nets
Injuries Led Tennis Star Carillo From the Courts to TV 

MARY CARILLO
HAS COVERED
SPORTS FOR USA
NETWORK, HBO,
PBS, CBS, NBC
AND ESPN.
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SPORTS JOURNALISM

By Jon Lafayette
The sports world will be lining up against a new giant when Comcast’s
$30 billion acquisition of NBC Universal finally pushes into the end zone.
Like Walt Disney Co., which owns 80 percent of ESPN, a leader

in cable and online sports, as well as a broadcast network in ABC,
Comcast will boast a formidable roster of broadcast, cable and online
properties.
That muscle should mean that Comcast, which tried and failed to

land an NFL package five years ago, now will have the count more in
its favor when it comes to bidding for the most prominent and
prestigious sports properties.
“Comcast will likely downplay the impact of the combining of the

sports business because they don’t want to make it seem as though
they’re going to be in control of so many assets,” said Thomas Eagan,
analyst at investment company Collins Stewart.

Bringing in Eyeballs 
At first it will be a reverse image of Disney. “More strong in broadcast
than strong in cable,” Eagan said. But Comcast’s new brawn in
broadcast with NBC “will help them in terms of being able to get
eyeballs. In the broadcast business today it’s about getting eyeballs that
are real-time eyeballs.”
Comcast tried to acquire Disney — and with it ESPN — in 2004.

Now no company puts more money into ESPN’s coffers than
Comcast. SNL Kagan estimates Comcast pays $5.8 billion a year to
carry ESPN’s domestic networks.

Like a golf score, Comcast would love to see that number come down. 
By taking properties away from ESPN, Comcast would be

building its own business while at the same time intercepting rationales
ESPN could use to justify more increases in the subscriber fee it
charges cable operators.
“Comcast probably at some point would like to at least hold down

future payments, maybe even seek a reduction. One way to do that is
to render ESPN not quite as exciting a network as it is today,” said
Neal Pilson, former CBS Sports president and now chief of Pilson
Communications, a consultancy specializing in sports and media.
“And the way to do that is to take some of the sports properties that
have up till now been controlled by ESPN and perhaps taking them
on yourself.”
“It’s not going to happen overnight, but over the long term I’m sure

Comcast would like nothing more than to be able to turn [its national
cable sports network] Versus into a viable competitor to ESPN, which

would give it at least some negotiating leverage,” said Derek Baine,
senior analyst at SNL Kagan. 
“ESPN has this love-hate relationship with cable operators. It’s a

must-have, but every time the negotiations come up, they’re just
horrendous,” Baine said.
Comcast declined to comment. Executives there are discouraged

from talking about their plans for NBC Universal while the merger
awaits government approval.
Last month, the Federal Communications Commission extended

its review of the deal for as much as six weeks, giving Comcast time
to prepare two reports on whether the combination is in the public
interest. The deadline for comments on the deal will be a month after
the reports are filed.
ESPN executives, while noting they’ve always operated in a very

competitive environment, also declined to comment.

The Power of NBC
All by itself, NBC is a powerful player in sports. Among the events
NBC telecasts are the NFL on Sunday nights, the Olympics on
broadcast and cable, the NHL and the Stanley Cup Finals, Notre Dame
football, Wimbledon and some top professional golf tournaments.
Comcast airs the NHL, the Tour de France and professional bull

riding on Versus. It also owns the Golf Channel and an array of
regional sports networks. After a long feud, Comcast finally reached
a deal with the NFL to provide wide distribution of the NFL Network
on its cable systems. With NBC on board, Comcast becomes an
important media partner with the league.
Baine said that Versus has been an underperformer for Comcast,

and the merger could help shore it up.
“They’ve just had all of these problems getting carriage, and the

ratings have not been good and the programming is not that great.
There are big synergies in being able
to take existing sports rights like that
and slam them in there,” he said.
Dick Ebersol, chairman of

NBC Universal Sports, appears
likely to be put in charge of the
combined companies’ sports
assets, according to Pilson.
Jeff Shell, president of

Comcast Programming Group,
has been leading Comcast’s push
into sports.
Having Comcast in his corner

might give Ebersol more latitude
in pursuing big-ticket items.
“I think the next Olympic

negotiations are going to be an
example of where NBC is a
stronger contender for rights with
Comcast than it would have been
with GE, which is much more
concerned about the P&L of the
games themselves, even though
the games have tremendous
supplemental value or ancillary
value that no one ever seems to
account for,” Pilson said. �

TheNew
Player
Comcast’s Acquisition of
NBC Sports Will Give It a
Needed Broadcast Edge 

“I think the
next Olympic
negotiations
are going to
be an example
of where NBC
is a stronger
contender for
rights with
Comcast than
it would have
beenwithGE.”

-Neal Pilson,             
ex-CBS Sports president
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By Debra Kaufman
When two NHL Hockey teams — the Rangers
and the Islanders — faced off in Madison
Square Garden on March 24, the event made
history, and not because of game play. 
With the production assistance of 3ality

Digital Systems, MSG telecast the event in live
3-D to the 2,000-seat Theater at Madison
Square Garden, and Cablevision — which owns
Madison Square Garden and the Rangers —
delivered a 3-D feed to its 3 million subscribers.
Ready or not, stereoscopic sports are here.

“April 2010 was historic because seven of the
month’s first 11 days featured top 3-D events
reaching consumers both at home and in
theaters,” said Sports Video Group editorial
director Ken Kerschbaumer. “That is an amazing
testament to the interest in 3-D and the power
of the consumer electronics industry to play a
vital role in making these productions happen.”

Kerschbaumer is referring to CBS Sports’
April 3 and 5 live 3-D broadcasts of the 2010
NCAA Men’s Final Four semifinal and
national championship games. Partnered with
LG Electronics and Cinedigm, CBS used NEP
production trucks and 3-D camera specialist
Vince Pace to broadcast the game to 100 U.S.
Cinedigm theaters around the country. 

Masters in 3-D

The Masters golf tournament was also
broadcast in live 3-D about two hours a day, via
Comcast’s dedicated 3-D channel and a
technology partnership with Sony and IBM;
Comcast also streamed 3-D to computers via
the Masters.com website.
And the elephant in the room is Disney’s

ESPN, which will launch an all 3-D channel
and telecast a minimum of 85 live sporting
events in its first year, beginning with the June

11 FIFA World Cup match in South Africa. 
“With 3-D you have to convert two streams

and make them exactly the same,” said ESPN
VP of emerging technology Anthony Bailey,
who adds that Snell is working with them on
the real-time conversion from Europe’s 50
frames per second to the U.S.’s 60. “We feel
pretty confident we can do this.”
ESPN has been working toward 3-D

broadcasting for the past three years, recently
designating its Orlando, Fla.-based ESPN
Innovation Lab at the ESPN Wide World of
Sports complex as a hub for developing 3-D
technology with partner companies. (Currently
its only announced partner is Sony.) ESPN
producers, directors and freelancers will all
receive 3-D training at the lab, including run-
throughs of 3-D shows.
“It’s still a big learning process,” said Bailey.

“But I believe we’ve gotten to a point where we
can produce 3-D day-in an day-out like we do
with a 2-D show.”

First Production Planned

ESPN 3D’s first production will be the State
Farm Home Run Derby on July 12 from Angel
Stadium in Anaheim, Calif. The cablecaster

Technology

Adding Depth to Sports 
3-D Telecasts Begin in Earnest With Events 
Including the Final Four and the Masters  

HOCKEY FANS AT CABLEVISION’S MARCH 3-D

VIEWING PARTY IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
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comes to the production with experience gained
from a telecast of a Harlem Globetrotters game
in February and a 2009 USC vs. Ohio State
college football game. 

“We learned quickly that you want to stay
on a shot longer, and place the cameras low —
but not as originally low as we thought,” said
Bailey. “We learned the best areas to put the
game cameras.”

Graphics Pose a Problem

Graphics are a particularly challenging arena
for everyone in 3-D production. “We’ve
toyed with reading the convergence of each
camera and setting the graphic perfectly to
where the cameras converge,” said Bailey.
“We’ve experimented with taking graphics
out of the 3-D realm and putting them on a
big black bar across the bottom. We’ll all be

pulling our hair out for a few months to a
year or two to get this right.” 

Bailey has weekly phone calls with his
counterpart at BSkyB in the U.K., which
launched Europe’s first 3-D channel on April
3 with a live soccer match distributed to
“pubs and clubs.” 3ality Digital sold BSkyB
3-D camera rigs and ancillary gear, as well as
provided 3-D training for staffers. 

“It’s not about the tech -
nology anymore,” said 3ality
Digital Systems CEO Steve
Schklair, who reports that
AMV has just outfitted a
mobile production truck with
3ality Digital’s 3-D gear.
“We’ve done enough live events
that work almost flawlessly. The
challenge — and the fun —

now is the creative. How do you use this
technology to improve storytelling?”

The challenge is also the economics as
sportscasters contemplate the costs of
providing a simultaneous 2-D and 3-D
broadcast. “The ATSC will really have to
figure out a way to fast-track the stand -
ardization if broadcasters are expected to
compete with the likes of ESPN,” said Kersch -

 baumer. “DirecTV will
be a great partner,
giving over-the-air TV
net works an outlet to
viewers. But is it in the
best interest of over-
the-air TV stat ions if
they are not required
for 3-D to reach
consumers?” ❑

“It’s not about
technology
anymore. The
challenge now is
the creative.” 

-STEVE SCHKLAIR, 3ALITY  

Sign up for your free subscription at www.tvweek.com/newsletters

Your online source for the most
important industry news.
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By Debra Kaufman
At NAB 2010, new president Gordon Smith
declared that broadcasters wouldn’t readily give
up spectrum that the FCC — and telephone
carriers — wants for mobile broadband. But
behind the scenes, broadcasters intending to
exercise that spectrum with Mobile DTV
services are at least toying with the idea that they
might partner with those same carriers. 

With the debut of Pearl Mobile DTV, the
joint venture cobbled together by 12 major
station groups, all attention is on the business
plan that will accompany the new media
launch. Just as Mobile DTV has made
partners out of competing station groups, so
more than one station group executive hinted
at some kind of collaboration with the carriers
for a subscription model.  

‘Strategically Sensible’

“This isn’t a surprising move,” said Allison Dol-
lar, CEO, Interactive TV Alliance and executive
director, Mobile Excellence Awards, referring to
Pearl. “It’s strategically sensible, and in a very
general sense similar to why Canoe [the cable
advertising joint venture] was created.  The rub is
going to be — as always — tactics. We’ll see
what model they choose, and if they can be flexi-
ble enough as a group to make it work.”

Prior to the broadcasters’ entry into the
mobile space, existing distributors of mobile
video have butted heads over whether the
subscription or advertising models are the
answer to making money. Broadcasters appear
to be poised to try both.

“I don’t think anyone is projecting money
out of the gate,” said John Lawson, a founding
board member of the Open Mobile Video
Coalition, former executive VP of Ion Media
Networks and currently principal of digital
media consulting company Convergence
Services. “It will take a number of years to really
go positive. But it seems to me that there will be

a lot of exploration; there are a lot of different
scenarios to work with.” 

In numerous discussions about the revenue
prospects of Mobile DTV,
broad casters have said that of-
fering free mobile content is
crucial to the business model.
But they are already con tem -
plating an up-sell with premi-
um content. “I think you’ll see
a hybrid im plementation
along the idea that broadcast-
ers would provide a lot of free
content, which would drive
consumer device penetration,”
said Lawson. “Which would
in turn create a base from
which you could market pre-
mium or other pay services.”

Premium services would
likely include the kind of
programming seen on cable
channels, such as sporting
events or even a sports channel
and high-end video, including
long-form content. Both
experience in Europe and Asia
and research data closer to
home, has shown that,
contrary to common belief,
long-form content can work on mobile. 

“We know that people watch Mobile DTV
at least 30 minutes a day and that number is
increasing,” said Lawson, who believes that a

DVR built into mobile devices will be a winning
technology. “Above all, the user wants control,”
he said. “They may start out watching as they’re
getting ready for work, and then want to pause
it, take it with them and watch the rest later.”

Advertising on Mobile DTV channels is
getting a tryout over the July 4 holiday, when
the Ad Council will run its “Buzzed Driving is
Drunk Driving” campaign. But the ultimate

goal is to enable interactive ads
targeted to individuals. “The
best thing for all platforms
would be not only attaching
addressable, con textual ads, but
enabling sales transactions for
those brands,” said Dollar.

Geo-Targeting

But Advertising 2.0, as it’s
called, isn’t as easy as it sounds.
In between the 30-second spot
and the addressable ad, Lawson
is hopeful that mobile GPS will
make geo-targeting — for
example, ads aimed at people in
the airport — an intermediary
step toward that goal.  

Not everyone is so sanguine.
Frank Barbieri, founder-CEO
of Transpera, a mobile video
advertising network that
already works with numerous
media companies from CBS
Sports to Showtime, notes that
Mobile DTV’s one-to-many
broadcast model is a weakness

when it comes to targeted advertising.
“Broadcast advertising is a spray-and-pray
method of hoping you hit the target, whereas
IP-based ads are targeted and efficient,” he said. 

Whether broadcasters turn to IP
infrastructure or some sort of back channel in
addition to the ATSC-M/H over-the-air signal
to make interactive personalized advertising
work, it reinforces the idea that a full panoply of
revenue-creation ideas will require partnerships.
And some of those partners might just be the
same carriers jockeying for more spectrum for
mobile broadband. �

Business
Stations Plunge Into Mobile

“The rub is going to be
— as always — tactics.
We’ll see what model
they choose.” 

-ALLISON DOLLAR, INTERACTIVE TV ALLIANCE

A New Model Is Formulated as Broadcasting Groups
Come Together for DTV Joint Venture 

TRANSPERA’S FRANK BARBIERI, TOP;

CONVERGENCE SERVICES’ JOHN LAWSON



Newsmakers
Andy Adler has joined KNBC-TV in Los
Angeles as the weekend anchor from
WNYW-TV in New York, where he was
weekend sports anchor and fill-in host of
“Good Day New York.”

Lynn Berry has joined MSNBC and NBC’s
“Early Today” as a weekday anchor from
WNBC-TV in New York, where she was a
general assignment reporter.

Chris Collins has joined Comcast SportsNet
in Boston as a primary sports anchor from
New England Cable News, where he held
the same position.

Sharon Hoffman has been promoted to
senior producer from coordinating producer
on ABC’s “Good Morning America.”

Jackie Johnson has shifted to the weeknight
5 p.m., 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. weather anchor at
KCBS-TV in Los Angeles from duopoly
sister station KCAL-TV.

Alina Machado has joined WTVD-TV in
Raleigh-Durham, N.C., as a reporter from
WDJT-TV in Milwaukee. 

Tisha Powell has been made 11 p.m. co-
anchor at WTVD-TV in Durham, N.C.

Najahe Sherman has joined KSHB-TV
in Kansas City, Mo., as a weekend morning
anchor from KSLA-TV in Shreveport, La.  

Nina Sparano has joined the Denver
duopoly KWGN-TV and KDVR-TV as
reporter-anchor from KRDO-TV in
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Sharon Tay has shifted to weeknight 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m. anchor for KCAL-TV in Los
Angeles from weekend anchor and reporter
at duopoly sister station KCBS-TV.

Rebecca Thomas has been renewed as
weekend evening anchor at KNXV-TV in
Phoenix.  

Kathy Vara has joined KNBC-TV in Los

Angeles as the solo anchor of the 4:30 a.m.
to 5 a.m. newscast and contributing anchor
on the 5 a.m. to 7 a.m. newscast.

Henry Wofford has joined Comcast
SportsNet Bay Area in San Francisco as a
sports anchor-reporter from WTHR-TV

in Indianapolis.

Teresa Yuan has joined KING-TV in Seattle as
a reporter from KGW-TV in Portland, Ore.  ❑

Please send Newsmakers announcements to
NewsPro@crain.com.

CLOSE-UP

Coleman Elected President
of News Editors Society 
Milton Coleman, senior editor of the Washington Post,
was elected president of the American Society of News
Editors at the conclusion of the organization’s annual
convention in April.

Coleman succeeds Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Editor
Martin Kaiser, who upon expiration of his term became
an ex-officio member of the board.

Also elected ASNE officers were Ken Paulson,
president and chief operating officer of the Newseum and Freedom Forum, vice
president; Susan Goldberg, editor of The Plain Dealer, Cleveland, secretary; and
David Boardman, executive editor of the Seattle Times, treasurer.

Elected to three-year ASNE board terms were Ronnie Agnew, executive editor, The
Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss.; Pamela Fine, Knight Chair in News, University of
Kansas, Lawrence; Anders Gyllenhaal, executive editor, the Miami Herald; Michael
Oreskes, senior managing editor, Associated Press, New York; and Melanie A. Sill,
editor, the Sacramento (Calif.) Bee.
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n my first television job at a Philadelphia station, I
occasionally enjoyed introducing myself as director of
intercorporate communications. Translation: I was a mail
boy. Sorting the mail was technically moving
intercorporate communication. 

That puffed-up title was a stretch, but nothing more
than a harmless conversation starter, good for a laugh. But
I learned quickly as I moved into the news department that

there’s no stretch factor allowed in news — it is serious business with
serious consequences. 

The fact is, even in this technological age of digital media — everything
all the time and everywhere — there’s still a line that shouldn’t be crossed.
No matter how you twist, slice or dice the definition, news should include
some expectation of privacy.

But just where is that line? I was reminded of this new media dilemma
recently when I heard about the dustup over how one Dallas station
redefined — I would say bent — what we call news. At the center of the
flap was WFAA-TV, its news management and its main sportscaster,
Dale Hansen.

An amateur video-eavesdropper secretly taped Dallas Cowboys owner
Jerry Jones in a bar-side conversation going off about former Cowboys
coach Bill Parcells and Florida quarterback Tim Tebow. As you might
guess, in this world of “no expectation of privacy,” the 47-second video
hit the website Deadspin.com, expletive included, and eventually made
its way onto YouTube.

The viral event became a tricky journalistic situation
when WFAA news management aired a snippet of the
video on its 10 p.m. newscast. And things got even
trickier when the news director, Michael Valentine, and
his managers wanted Hansen, their veteran sports guy,
to do the story. Hansen refused and instead used his “Unplugged”
commentary segment to assault news management’s decision to run the
video, calling it “yet another example of the decline of journalism as we
once knew it.”

‘An Embarrassment’

“Jerry Jones in a bar, being Jerry Jones, is not news to me,” said Hansen.
“And the fact that some creep slides up to Jones, records the conversation
without Jones knowing, then tries to sell that recording — and that
becomes news — is an embarrassment to us all.”

That was strong stuff coming from Hansen. And to do it on WFAA’s
air was — well, it was gutsy.

It was also gutsy for Valentine to encourage Hansen to take his best
shot — choosing not to read Hansen’s script beforehand. 

“It takes a lot of courage to allow [Hansen’s] comments and to post the
comments on the station website,” said Al Tompkins at the Poynter

Sign Off
Privacy and News: Crossing the Line

Institute. “But I still think the station owes some explanation to the
audience on why the video is news, and why comments made at a bar
deserve to be aired, and how the station made the decision to use it.”

“The reason we ran the story had nothing to do with whether or not
other people were going to do it,” according to Valentine. “A, it was out
in a public forum; B, he’s a public figure; but C — and most importantly,
which we didn’t get into in our story and Dale didn’t get into in his
commentary — Jerry Jones got public funding for that stadium. His
comment about Bill Parcells in relation to the stadium was fundamentally
relevant to the public money he got for the stadium. That made it
newsworthy in my eyes.”

Technological Advancements and Privacy

So what about this expectation of privacy; where’s the line? 
“I don’t know,” said Valentine bluntly. “Has the business changed in that

regard? Yes. But I think a large part of that is in direct relation to technology.
Should Jerry Jones have the presumption of privacy when he’s out in public
talking about a stadium that’s partly publicly funded? I don’t think so.”

What about the context of this secretly recorded video? That would
seem especially important if you’re dealing with a bar-side conversation
and a public figure. 

“We should know how the video was captured,” said Poynter’s Al
Tompkins. “We should know who captured it and what came before and
after it.” In other words, was it a joke or was it even real?

As it turns out, news director Valentine didn’t know who shot the video
and didn’t have direct contact. “The name of the person, I don’t know,”
he said. “It was on YouTube, and the website [Deadspin.com]. We heard
about it on the radio.” 

“We called Jones’ office and we were waiting to hear back from them
before we ran it,” said Valentine. “They called back and said we don’t have
any comment on it. If they called and said that wasn’t Jerry Jones, here are
a lot of hypotheticals as to why, that video wouldn’t have run, but they said
no comment.”

I applaud WFAA’s transparency and guts to take on-air criticism from
one of their own, but as Hansen said in his commentary, “the news
management ... while better than most on most days, on this day... this
decision was the wrong decision.”  �

Tom Petner is an award-winning journalist and media executive. He can be
reached at tpetner@gmail.com.

No matter how you twist the definition, news
should include some expectation of privacy.

BY TOM PETNER

I
An Unconventional Story and a Disgruntled Sportscaster Cause a Stir in Dallas  
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